
Each show includes a free study guide
and talkback with the actors.

ALSO AVAILABLE

BACKSTAGE TOUR 
Experience a virtual guided tour of Barter Theatre.

See what it’s like on our stages, journey backstage, and learn about our 80+ year history!

Contact groups@bartertheatre.com
or visit www.bartertheatre.com

Whether you’re in the classroom, learning virtually,
or a combination of the two, stream and exciting production

of your favorite stories with your entire class.

Stream the Barter Players
to your school with our Virtual Tour!

AND ON DEMAND

For her crime, Hester Prynne has been sentenced to wear
the scarlet letter A for the remainder of her life. But someone

in the town of Boston is as guilty as she, and Hester’s husband,
Chillingworth, is determined to find out who it is. Share with your students

this faithful adaptation of one of America’s most famous and moving stories.
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Aesop is in trouble, and his only hope lies in his ability to weave
fantastic stories with timeless lessons of truth. So it is that

fables such as Androcles and the Lion, The Oak and the Reed,
The Fox Without a Tail, The Beast in Love, The Tortoise and the Hare

and The Boy Who Cried Wolf are brought to life
in this exciting musical adventure.

The joy of the Christmas season returns with this sparkling production!
Come and relive the sheer exhilaration of Ebenezer Scrooge’s ghost-guided journey

into his past, present and future, where Despair gives way to Hope,
and Reclamation awaits all who seek it. A memorable gift to treasure

with family and friends that will leave you wrapped in the warmth of holiday spirit.

Whether it’s fishing with Huckleberry Finn, or convincing his
friends to whitewash Aunt Polly’s fence, nobody loves life more

than the irascible Tom Sawyer. Then one night in a spooky
graveyard, Tom and Huck stumble upon a deadly secret.
Will they be able to save Mu� Potter before it's too late?

Join Tom and Huck on the most exciting adventure of their lives,
where they learn that man’s greatest treasure is the gift of friendship.

Wendy Darling and her younger brothers love nothing more
than playing make-believe in their family’s upstairs nursery. Then one night,

a young boy named Peter Pan and his fairy friend Tinkerbell fly into the
nursery window and whisk the Darling children away to a fantastical
Neverland filled with Lost Boys, pirates, and a man-eating crocodile.
Brought thrillingly to life with only six quick-changing actors and your

imagination, this an adventure you will never forget!
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